REDESIGNATION OF LIMITED DUTY OFFICERS

- Removed the wording "Regular Permanent and Temporary" from title of article
- **Para 1**, removed "permanent and temporary" from paragraph
- **Para 1 (table)**, removed "or Judge Advocates General Corps"
- **Para 2**, renumbered subparagraphs
- **Subpara 2a**, added in "request may be submitted after completion of 48 months of commissioned service as an LDO"
- **Subpara 2c**, removed "temporary grade not above lieutenant or permanent"
- **Para 3**, removed from article
- **Subpara 3a**, removed "regular temporary and permanent" from paragraph
- **Subpara 7b**, removed from article
- **Para 8**, removed from article
- Article has been revised throughout and should be reviewed in its entirety.

(COG: BUPERS-3)